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1 Introduction
which is more reasonable. However, as clearly articulated
Indirection is a core technique in computer systems [28]. by Gupta et al. [16], block-level mappings have high perWhether in the mapping of file names to blocks, or a vir- formance costs due to excessive garbage collection.
As a result, the majority of FTLs today are built ustual address space to an underlying physical one, system
designers have applied indirection to improve system per- ing a hybrid approach, mapping most data at block level
and keeping a small page-mapped area for updates [11,
formance, reliability, and capacity for many years.
For example, modern hard disk drives use a modest 21, 22]. Hybrid approaches keep space overheads low
amount of indirection to improve reliability by hiding un- while avoiding the high overheads of garbage collection,
derlying write failures. When a write to a particular physi- at the cost of additional device complexity. Unfortunately,
cal block fails, a hard disk will remap the block to another garbage collection can still be costly, reducing the perlocation on the drive and record the mapping such that fu- formance of the SSD, sometimes quite noticeably [16].
ture reads will receive the correct data. In this manner, a Regardless of the approach, FTL indirection incurs a sigdrive transparently improves reliability without requiring nificant cost; as SSDs scale, even hybrid schemes mostly
based on block pointers will become infeasible.
any changes to the client above.
In this paper, we introduce nameless writes, an apIndirection is particularly important in the new class of
flash-based storage commonly referred to as Solid State proach that removes most of the costs of indirection in
Devices (SSDs). In modern SSDs, an indirection map in flash-based SSDs while still retaining its benefits. Our apthe Flash Translation Layer (FTL) enables the device to proach is a specific instance of de-indirection, in which an
map writes in its virtual address space to any underlying extra layer of indirection is removed. Unlike most writes,
which specify both the data to write as well as a name
physical location [11, 14, 16, 19, 21, 22].
FTLs use indirection for two reasons: first, to trans- (usually in the form of a logical address), a nameless write
form the erase/program cycle mandated by flash into the simply passes the data to the device. The device is free to
more typical write-based interface via copy-on-write tech- choose any underlying physical block for the data; after
niques, and second, to implement wear leveling [18, 20], the device names the block (i.e., decides where to write
which is critical to increasing SSD lifetime. Because a it), it informs the client of its choice. The client then can
flash block becomes unusable after a certain number of record the name for future reads.
erase-program cycles (10,000 or 100,000 cycles accordOne potential problem with nameless writes is the reing to manufacturers [8, 15]), such indirection is needed cursive update problem: if all writes are nameless, then
to spread the write load across flash blocks evenly and any update to the file system requires a recursive set of upthus ensure that no particularly popular block causes the dates up the file-system tree. To circumvent this problem,
device to fail prematurely.
we introduce a segmented address space, which consists
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2 Indirection

of a (large) physical address space for nameless writes,
and a (small) virtual address space for traditional named
writes. A file system running atop a nameless SSD can
keep pointer-based structures in the virtual space; updates
to those structures do not necessitate further updates up
the tree, thus breaking the recursion.

It is said that “all problems in computer science can be
solved by another level of indirection,” a quote that is
often attributed to Butler Lampson. Lampson, however,
gives credit for this wisdom to David Wheeler, who not
only uttered these famous words, but also usually added
“...but that usually will create another problem [28].”
Indirection is a fundamental technique in computer systems. Before delving into the details of nameless writes,
we first present a discussion of some of the general problems and solutions in systems that use indirection. First,
we discuss why many systems utilize multiple levels of
indirection, a problem we term excess indirection. We
then describe the general solution to said problem, deindirection, which removes an extra layer of indirection
to improve performance or reduce space overheads.

Nameless writes offer great advantage over traditional
writes, as they largely remove the need for indirection.
Instead of pretending that the device can receive writes in
any frequency to any block, a device that supports nameless writes is free to assign any physical page to a write
when it is written; by returning the true name (i.e., the
physical address) of the page to the client above (e.g., the
file system), indirection is largely avoided, reducing the
monetary cost of the SSD, improving its performance, and
simplifying its internal structure.

2.1 Excess Indirection

Nameless writes (largely) remove the costs of indirection without giving away the primary responsibility an
SSD manufacturer maintains: wear leveling. If an SSD
simply exports the physical address space to clients, a
simplistic file system or workload could cause the device to fail rather rapidly, simply by over-writing the same
block repeatedly (whether by design or simply through a
file-system bug). With nameless writes, no such failure
mode exists. Because the device retains control of naming, it retains control of block placement, and thus can
properly implement wear leveling to ensure a lengthy device lifetime. We believe that any solution that does not
have this property is not viable, as no manufacturer would
like to be so easily exposed to failure.

Excess indirection exists in many systems that are widely
used today, as well as in research prototypes. We now discuss four prominent examples: OS virtual memory running atop a hypervisor, a file system running atop a single
disk, a file system atop a RAID array, and the focus of our
work, file systems atop flash-based SSDs.
An excellent example of excess indirection arises in
memory management of operating systems running atop
hypervisors [9]. The OS manages virtual-to-physical
mappings for each process that is running; the hypervisor, in turn, manages physical-to-machine mappings for
each OS. In this manner, the hypervisor has full control
over the memory of the system, whereas the OS above
remains unchanged, blissfully unaware that it is not managing a real physical memory. Excess indirection leads
We demonstrate the benefits of nameless writes by port- to both space and time overheads in virtualized systems.
ing the Linux ext3 file system to use a nameless SSD. The space overhead comes from maintaining OS physical
Through extensive analysis on an emulated nameless SSD addresses to machine addresses mapping for each page
and comparison with different FTLs, we show the bene- and from possible additional space overhead [1]. Time
fits of the new interface, in both reducing the space costs overheads exist as well in cases like the MIPS TLB-miss
of indirection and improving random-write performance. lookup in Disco [9].
Overall, we find that a nameless SSD uses a much smaller
Indirection also exists in modern disks. For example,
fraction of memory for indirection than a hybrid SSD modern disks maintain a small amount of extra indirecwhile improving performance by an order of magnitude tion that maps bad sectors to nearby locations, in order to
for some workloads.
improve reliability in the face of write failures. Other examples include ideas for “smart” disks that remap writes
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec- in order to improve performance (for example, by writing
tion 2, we discuss the costs and benefits of indirection, to the nearest free location), which have been explored
and in Section 3 we present the nameless write interface. in previous research such as Loge [13] and “intelligent”
In Section 4, we show how to build a nameless-writing disks [30]. These smart disks require large indirection
device. In Section 5, we describe how to port the Linux tables inside the drive to map the logical address of the
ext3 file system to use the nameless-writing interface, and write to its current physical location. This requirement inin Section 6, we evaluate nameless writes through experi- troduces new reliability challenges, including how to keep
mentation atop an emulated nameless-writing device. We the indirection table persistent. Finally, fragmentation of
discuss several related works in Section 7. Finally, in Sec- randomly-updated files is also an issue.
tion 8, we conclude and discuss our future work.
File systems running atop modern RAID storage ar2

rays provide another excellent example of excess indirection. Modern RAIDs often require indirection tables
for fully-flexible control over the on-disk locations of
blocks. In AutoRAID, a level of indirection allows the
system to keep active blocks in mirrored storage for performance reasons, and move inactive blocks to RAID to
increase effective capacity [32] and overcome the RAID
small-update problem [26]. When a file system runs atop
a RAID, excess indirection exists because the file system maps logical offsets to logical block addresses. The
RAID, in turn, maps logical block addresses to physical
(disk, offset) pairs. Such systems add memory space overhead to maintain these tables and meet the challenges of
persisting the tables across power loss.
The focus of our work is flash-based SSDs, and thus it
is no surprise that these too exhibit excess indirection. The
extra level of indirection is provided via the Flash Translation Layer (FTL). The FTL is needed for two primary
reasons. First, it is used to transform reads and writes
issued by the client into reads and erase/program cycles
supported by actual flash chips. In particular, because of
the high cost of block erases (required before programming a page within the block), FTLs map current write
activity to a small set of active blocks in a log-structured
fashion, thus amortizing the cost of erases. Second, the
FTL enables the SSD to implement wear leveling. Repeatedly erasing and programming a particular block will
render it unreadable; thus, SSDs use the indirection provided by the FTL to spread write load across blocks and
thus ensure that the device has a longer lifetime.

Their approach essentially collapses multiple page tables
into a single extra level of indirection, and thus reduces
space and time overheads, making the costs of recursive
virtualization more palatable.

2.3 Summary
Excess indirection is common across virtual memory and
storage systems. In some cases, such as with hypervisorbased memory virtualization, it is required for functionality; each OS believes it owns the same physical memory, and thus cannot share it without the indirection provided by the hypervisor. In other cases, it improves performance, as we observed with disk systems and SSDs. Another reason for indirection is modularity and code simplicity. Finally, reliability is often the reason for excess
indirection, notably within a single disk to handle write
failures and within an SSD to perform wear leveling.
In all cases, at least part of the reason for excess indirection is the need to keep a fixed interface between higher
and lower layers of the system. Without such a constraint,
one could often remove the excess indirection and thus
improve the system. For example, if an OS running on a
para-virtualized system [31] is modified to request a machine page from the hypervisor and then install the correct
virtual-to-machine page translation in its page tables, the
hypervisor is relieved of having to manage this extra level
of indirection, thus improving performance and reducing
space overheads.

3 Nameless Writes
In this section, we discuss a new device interface that enables flash-based SSDs to remove a great deal of their infrastructure for indirection. We call a device that supports
this interface a Nameless-writing Device. Table 1 summarizes the nameless-writing device interface.
The key feature of a nameless-writing device is its
ability to perform nameless writes; however, to facilitate
clients (such as file systems) to use a nameless-writing device, a number of other features are useful as well. In particular, the nameless-writing device should provide support for a segmented address space, migration callbacks,
and associated metadata. We discuss these features in this
section and how a prototypical file system could use them.

2.2 De-indirection
Because of these costs, system designers have long sought
methods and techniques to reduce the costs of excess indirection in various systems. We label the removal of excess
indirection de-indirection.
The basic idea is simple. Let us imagine a system with
two levels of mapping, and thus excess indirection. The
first indirection F maps items in the A space to items
in the B space: F (Ai ) → Bj . The second indirection
G maps items in the B space to those in the C space:
G(Bj ) → Ck . To look up item i, one performs the following “excessive” indirection: G(F (i)).
De-indirection removes the second level of indirection by evaluating the second mapping G() for all values
mapped by F (): ∀ i : F (i) ← G(F (i)). Thus, the toplevel mapping simply extracts the needed values from the
lower level indirection and installs them directly.
De-indirection has been successfully applied in a
few domains, most notably within hypervisors. The
Turtles project [7] provides an excellent example: in
a recursively-virtualized environment (with hypervisors
running on hypervisors), the Turtles system installs what
the authors refer to as multi-dimensional page tables.

3.1 Nameless Write Interfaces
We first present the basic device interfaces of Nameless
Writes: nameless (new) write, nameless overwrite, physical read, and free.
The nameless write interface completely replaces the
existing write operation. A nameless write differs from a
traditional write in two important ways. First, a nameless
write does not specify a target address (i.e., a name); this
allows the device to select the physical location without
control from the client above. Second, after the device
writes the data, it returns a physical address (i.e., a name)
3

Virtual Read
down: virtual address, length
up:
status, data
Virtual Write
down: virtual address, data, length
up:
status
Nameless Write
down: data, length, metadata
up:
status, resulting physical address(es)
Nameless Overwrite
down: old physical address(es), data, length, metadata
up:
status, resulting physical address(es)
Physical Read
down: physical address, length, metadata
up:
status, data
Free
down: virtual/physical addr, length, metadata, flag
up:
status
Migration [Callback]
up:
old physical addr, new physical addr, metadata
down: old physical addr, new physical addr, metadata

Again, the file system waits for the inode to be written and
then updates any structures containing a reference to the
inode. If nameless writes are the only interface available
for writing to the storage device, then this recursion will
continue until a root structure is reached. For file systems that do not perform this chain of updates or enforce
such ordering, such as Linux ext2, additional ordering and
writes are needed. This problem of recursive update has
been solved in other systems by adding a level of indirection (e.g., the inode map in LFS [27]).

3.2 Segmented Address Space
To solve the recursive update problem without requiring
substantial changes to the existing file system, we introduce a segmented address space with two segments (see
Figure 1): the virtual address space, which uses virtual
read, write and free interfaces, and the physical address
space, which uses nameless read, write, overwrite, and
free interfaces.
The virtual segment presents an address space from
blocks 0 through V − 1, and is a virtual block space of
size V blocks. The device virtualizes this address space,
and thus keeps a (small) indirection table to map accesses
to the virtual space to the correct underlying physical locations. Reads and writes to the virtual space are identical
to reads and writes on typical devices. The client sends
an address and a length (and, if a write, data) down to the
device; the device replies with a status message (success
or failure), and if a successful read, the requested data.
The nameless segment presents an address space from
blocks 0 through P − 1, and is a physical block space of
size P blocks. The bulk of the blocks in the device are
found in this physical space, which allows typical named
reads; however, all writes to physical space are nameless,
thus preventing the client from directly writing to physical
locations of its choice.
We use a virtual/physical flag to indicate the segment a
block is in and the proper interface it should go through.
The size of the two segments are not fixed. Allocation in
either segment can be performed while there is still space
on the device. A device space usage counter can be maintained for this purpose.

Table 1: The Nameless-Writing Device Interfaces The
table presents the nameless-writing device interfaces.

and status to the client, which then keeps the name in its
own structure for future reads.
The nameless overwrites interface is similar to the
nameless (new) write interface, except that it also passes
the old physical address(es) to the device. The device
frees the data at the old physical address(es) and then performs a nameless write.
Read operations are mostly unchanged; as usual, they
take as input the physical address to be read and return
the data at that address and a status indicator. A slight
change of the read interface is the addition of metadata in
the input, for reasons that will be described in Section 3.4.
Because a nameless write is an allocating operation, a
nameless-writing device needs to also be informed of deallocation as well. Most SSDs refer to this interface as
the free or trim command. Once a block has been freed
(trimmed), the device is free to re-use it.
Finally, we consider how the nameless write interface
could be utilized by a typical file-system client such as
Linux ext3. For illustration, we examine the operations to
append a new block to an existing file. First, the file system issues a nameless write of the newly-appended data
block to a nameless-writing device. When the nameless
write completes, the file system is informed of its address
and can update the corresponding in-memory inode for
this file so that it refers to the physical address of this
block. Since the inode has been changed, the file system will eventually flush it to the disk as well; the inode
must be written to the device with another nameless write.

The reason for the segmented address space is to enable file systems to largely reduce the levels of recursive
updates that would occur with only nameless writes. File
systems such as ext2 and ext3 can be designed such that
inodes and other metadata are placed in the virtual address space. Such file systems can simply issue a write
to an inode and complete the update without needing to
modify directory structures that reference the inode. Thus,
the segmented address space allows updates to complete
without propagating throughout the directory hierarchy.
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Such metadata structure identification can be used in
several tasks. First, when searching for a data block in the
page cache, we obtain the metadata information and compare it against the associated metadata of the data blocks
in the page cache. Second, the migration callback process
uses associated metadata to find the metadata that needs to
be updated when a data block is migrated. Finally, associated metadata enables recovery in various crash scenarios,
which we will discuss in detail in Section 5.7.
One last issue worth noticing is the difference between
the associated metadata and address mapping tables. Unlike address mapping tables, the associated metadata is
not used to locate physical data and is only used by the
device during migration callbacks and crash recovery.
Therefore, it can be stored adjacent to the data on the device. Only a small amount of the associated metadata is
fetched into device cache for a short period of time during migration callbacks or recovery. Therefore, the space
cost of associated metadata is much smaller than address
mapping tables.

V0 → P2
V2 → P3

indirection
table

Figure 1: The Segmented Address Space. A namelesswriting device provides a segmented address space to clients.
The smaller virtual space allows normal reads and writes, which
the device in turn maps to underlying physical locations. The
larger physical space allows reads to physical addresses, but
only nameless writes. In the example, only two blocks of the virtual space are currently mapped, V0 and V2, to physical blocks
P2 and P3, respectively.

3.3 Migration Callback

3.5 Implementation Issues

Several kinds of devices such as flash-based SSDs need to
migrate data for reasons like wear leveling. We propose
the migration callback interface to support such needs.
A typical flash-based SSD performs wear leveling via
indirection: it simply moves the physical blocks and updates the map. With nameless writes, blocks in the physical segment cannot be moved without informing the file
system. To allow the nameless-writing device to move
data for wear leveling, a nameless-writing device uses migration callbacks to inform the file system of the physical
address change of a block. The file system then updates
any metadata pointing to this migrated block.

We now discuss various implementation issues that arise
in the construction of a nameless-writing device. We focus on those issues different from a standard SSD, which
are covered in detail elsewhere [16].
A number of issues revolve around the virtual segment.
Most importantly, how big should such a segment be? Unfortunately, its size depends heavily on how the client uses
it, as we will see when we port Linux ext3 to use nameless
writes in Section 5. Our results in Section 6 show that a
small virtual segment is usually sufficient.
The virtual space, by definition, requires an in-memory
indirection table. Fortunately, this table is quite small,
3.4 Associated Metadata
likely including simple page-level mappings for each page
The final interface of a nameless-writing device is used to in the virtual segment. However, the virtual address space
enable the client to quickly locate metadata structures that could be made larger than the size of the table; in this
point to data blocks. The complete specification for as- case, the device would have to swap pieces of the page
sociated metadata supports communicating metadata be- table to and from the device, slowing down access to the
tween the client and device. Specifically, the nameless virtual segment. Thus, while putting many data structures
write command is extended to include a third parameter: a into the virtual space is possible, ideally the client should
small amount of metadata, which is persistently recorded be miserly with the virtual segment, in order to avoid exadjacent to the data in a per-block header. Reads and mi- ceeding the supporting physical resources.
gration callbacks are also extended to include this metaAnother concern is the extra level of information natudata. The associated metadata is kept with each block rally exported by exposing physical names to clients. Albuffer in the page cache as well.
though the value of physical names has been extolled by
This metadata enables the client file system to read- others [12], a device manufacturer may feel that such inily identify the metadata structure(s) that points to a data formation reveals too much of their “secret sauce” and
block. For example, in ext3 we can locate the metadata thus be wary of adopting such an interface. We believe
structure that points to a data block by the inode number, that if such a concern exists, the device could hand out
the inode generation number, and the offset of the block in modified forms of the true physical addresses, thus trying
the inode. For file systems that already explicitly record to hide the exact addresses from clients. Doing so may exback references, such as btrfs and NoFS [10], the back act additional performance and space overheads, perhaps
references can simply be reused for our purposes.
the cost of hiding information from clients.
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4 Nameless-Writing Device

capacitor- or battery-backed cache, and then erases the
block. The FTL next writes the live pages to their original addresses and tries to fill the rest of the block with
writes in the waiting queue of the device. Since a flash
block can only be written in one direction, when there are
no waiting writes to fill the block, the FTL marks the free
space in the block as unusable. We call such space wasted
space. During in-place garbage collection, the physical
addresses of live data are not changed. Thus, no file system involvement is needed.

In this section, we describe our implementation of an
emulated nameless-writing SSD. With nameless writes,
a nameless-writing SSD can have a simpler FTL, which
has the freedom to do its own allocation and wear leveling. We first discuss how we implement the namelesswriting interfaces and then propose a new garbage collection method that avoids file-system interaction. We defer
the discussion of wear leveling to Section 5.6.

4.1 Nameless-Writing Interface Support
We implemented an emulated nameless-writing SSD that
performs data allocation in a log-structured fashion by
maintaining active blocks that are written in sequential order. When a nameless write is received, the device allocates the next free physical address, writes the data, and
returns the physical address to the file system.
To support the virtual block space, the namelesswriting device maintains a mapping table between logical and physical addresses in its device cache. When the
cache is full, the mapping table is swapped out to the flash
storage of the SSD. As our results show in Section 6.1, the
mapping table size of typical file system images is small;
thus, such swapping rarely happens in practice.
The nameless-writing device handles trims in a manner similar to traditional SSDs; it invalidates the physical
address sent by a trim command. During garbage collection, invalidated pages can be recycled. The device also
invalidates the old physical addresses of overwrites.
A nameless-writing device needs to keep certain associated metadata for nameless writes. We choose to store
the associated metadata of a data page in its Out-Of-Band
(OOB) area. The associated metadata is moved together
with data pages when the device performs a migration.

Policy to choose candidate block: A natural question
is how to choose blocks for garbage collection. A simple
method is to pick blocks with the fewest live pages so that
the cost of reading and writing them back is minimized.
However, choosing such blocks may result in an excess of
wasted space. In order to pick a good candidate block for
in-place garbage collection, we aim to minimize the cost
of rewriting live data and to reduce wasted space during
garbage collection. We propose an algorithm that tries to
maximize the benefit and minimize the cost of in-place
garbage collection. We define the cost of garbage collecting a block to be the total cost of erasing the block
(Terase ), reading (Tpage read ) and writing (Tpage write )
live data (Nvalid ) in the block.
cost = Terase + (Tpage read + Tpage write ) ∗ Nvalid
We define benefit as the number of new pages that can
potentially be written in the block. Benefit includes the
following items: the current number of waiting writes in
the device queue (Nwait write ), which can be filled into
empty pages immediately, the number of empty pages
at the end of a block (Nlast ), which can be filled at a
later time, and an estimated number of future writes based
on the speed of incoming writes (Swrite ). While writing valid pages (Nvalid ) and waiting writes (Nwait write ),
new writes will be accumulated in the device queue. We
account for these new incoming writes by Tpage write ∗
(Nvalid + Nwait write ) ∗ Swrite . Since we can never write
more than the amount of the recycled space (i.e., number
of invalid pages, Ninvalid ) of a block, the benefit function
uses the minimum of the number of invalid pages and the
number of all potential new writes.

4.2 In-place Garbage Collection
In this section, we describe a new garbage collection
method for nameless-writing devices. Traditional FTLs
perform garbage collection on a flash block by reclaiming its invalid data pages and migrating its live data pages
to new locations. Such garbage collection requires a
nameless-writing device to inform the file system of the
new physical addresses of the migrated live data; the file
system then needs to update and write out its metadata. To
avoid the costs of such callbacks and additional metadata
writes, we propose in-place garbage collection, which
writes the live data back to the same location instead of
migrating it. A similar hole-plugging approach was proposed in earlier work [24], where live data is used to plug
the holes of most utilized segments.
To perform in-place garbage collection, the FTL selects
a candidate block using a certain policy. The FTL reads
all live pages from the chosen block together with their
associated metadata, stores them temporarily in a super-

benef it = min(Ninvalid , Nwait write + Nlast
+ Tpage write ∗ (Nvalid + Nwait write ) ∗ Swrite )
it
The FTL calculates the benef
cost ratio of all blocks that
contain invalid pages and selects the block with the maximal ratio to be the garbage collection candidate. Computationally less expensive algorithms could be used to find
reasonable approximations; such an improvement is left
to future work.
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5 Nameless Writes on ext3

All the associated metadata is stored in the OOB area
of
a data block. The total amount of additional status
In this section we discuss our implementation of namewe
store in the OOB area is less than 48 bytes, smaller
less writes on the Linux ext3 file system. The Linux
than
the typical 128-byte OOB size of 4-KB flash pages.
ext3 file system is a classic journaling file system that is
For
reliability
reasons, we assume that a data page and its
commonly used in many Linux distributions. It extends
OOB
area
are
always
written atomically.
the Linux ext2 file system and uses the same allocation
method as ext2. It provides three journaling modes: data
mode, ordered mode, and journal mode. The ordered jour- 5.3 Write
naling mode of ext3 is a commonly used mode, which To perform a nameless write, the file system sends the data
writes metadata to the journal and writes data to disk be- and the associated metadata of the block to the device.
fore committing metadata of the transaction. It provides When the device finishes a nameless write and sends back
ordering that can be naturally used by nameless writes, its physical address, the file system updates the inode or
since the nameless-writing interface requires metadata to the indirect block pointing to it with the new physical adreflect physical address returned by data writes. When dress. It also updates the block buffer with the new physicommitting metadata in ordered mode, the physical ad- cal address. In ordered journaling mode, metadata blocks
dresses of data blocks are known to the file system be- are always written after data blocks have been commitcause data blocks are written out first. Thus, we imple- ted; thus on-disk metadata is always consistent with its
mented nameless writes with ext3 ordered mode; other data. The file system performs overwrites similarly. The
only difference is that overwrites have an existing physmodes are left for future work.
ical address, which is sent to the device; the device uses
this information to invalidate the old data.
5.1 Segmented Address Space
We first discuss physical and virtual address space separation and modified file-system allocation on ext3. We use 5.4 Read
the physical address space to store all data blocks and the We change two parts of the read operation of data blocks
virtual address space to store all metadata structures, in- in the physical address space: reading from the page cache
cluding superblocks, inodes, data and inode bitmaps, indi- and reading from the physical device. To search for a data
rect blocks, directory blocks, and journal blocks. We use block in the page cache, we compare the metadata index
the type of a block to determine whether it is in the virtual (e.g., inode number, inode generation number, and block
or the physical address space and the type of interface it offset) of the block to be read against the metadata associated with the blocks in the page cache. If the buffer is not
goes through.
The nameless-writing file system does not perform al- in the page cache, the file system fetches it from the delocation of the physical address space and only allocates vice using its physical address. The associated metadata
metadata in the virtual address space. Therefore, we do of the data block is also sent with the read operation to
not fetch or update group bitmaps for nameless block al- enable the device to search for remapping entries during
location. For these data blocks, the only bookkeeping task device wear leveling (see Section 5.6).
that the file system needs to perform is tracking overall device space usage. Specifically, the file system checks for 5.5 Free
total free space of the device and updates the free space The current Linux ext3 file system does not support the
counter when a data block is allocated or de-allocated. SSD trim operation. We implemented the ext3 trim operMetadata blocks in the virtual physical address space are ation in a manner similar to ext4. Trim entries are created
allocated in the same way as the original ext3 file system, when the file system deletes a block (named or nameless).
A trim entry contains the logical address of a named block
thus making use of existing bitmaps.
or the physical address of a nameless block, the length of
5.2 Associated Metadata
the block, its associated metadata, and the address space
We include the following items as associated metadata of flag. The file system then adds the trim entry to the cura data block: 1) the inode number or the logical address rent journal transaction. At the end of transaction commit,
of the indirect block that points to the data block, 2) the all trim entries belonging to the transaction are sent to the
offset within the inode or the indirect block, 3) the inode device. The device locates the block to be deleted using
generation number, and 4) a timestamp of when the data the information contained in the trim operation and invalblock was last updated. Items 1 to 3 are used to identify idates the block.
the metadata structure that points to a data block. Item
When a metadata block is deleted, the original ext3 de4 is used during the migration callback process to update allocation process is performed. When a data block is
the metadata structure with the most up-to-date physical deleted, no de-allocation is performed (i.e., bitmaps are
address of a data block.
not updated); only the free space counter is updated.
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5.6 Wear Leveling with Callbacks

5.7 Reliability Discussion

The changes of the ext3 file system discussed above may
cause new reliability issues. In this section, we discuss
several reliability issues and our solutions to them.
There are three main reliability issues related to nameless writes. First, we maintain a mapping table in the
on-device RAM for the virtual address space. This table
needs to be reconstructed each time the device powers on
(either after a normal power-off or a crash). Second, the
in-memory metadata can be inconsistent with the physical
When live nameless data blocks (together with their addresses of nameless blocks because of a crash after writassociated metadata in the OOB area) are migrated dur- ing a data block and before updating its metadata block,
ing wear leveling, the nameless-writing device creates a or because of a crash during wear-leveling callbacks. Fimapping from the data block’s old physical address to its nally, crashes can happen during in-place garbage collecnew physical address and stores it together with its asso- tion, specifically, after reading the live data and before
ciated metadata in a migration mapping table in the de- writing them back, which may cause data loss.
vice cache. The migration mapping table is used to locate
We solve the first two problems by using the metathe migrated physical address of a data block for reads data information maintained in the device OOB area. We
and overwrites, which may be sent to the device with the store logical addresses with data pages in the virtual adblock’s old physical address. After the mapping has been dress space for reconstructing the logical-to-physical adadded, the old physical address is reclaimed and can be dress mapping table. We store associated metadata, as
used by future writes.
discussed in Section 3.4, with all nameless data. We also
At the end of a wear-leveling operation, the device store the validity of all flash pages in their OOB area. We
sends a migration callback to the file system, which con- maintain an invariant that metadata in the OOB area is altains all migrated physical addresses and their associated ways consistent with the data in the flash page by writing
metadata. The file system then uses the associated meta- the OOB area and the flash page atomically.
We solve the in-place garbage collection reliability
data to locate the metadata pointing to the data block and
problem
by requiring the use of a small memory backed
updates it with the new physical address in a background
by
battery
or super-capacitor. Notice that the amount of
process. Next, the file system writes changed metadata to
live
data
we
need to hold during a garbage collection opthe device. When a metadata write finishes, the file syseration
is
no
more
than the size of an SSD block, typically
tem deletes all the callback entries belonging to this meta256
KB,
thus
only
adding a small monetary cost to the
data block and sends a response to the device, informing
whole
device.
it that the migration callback has been processed. Finally,
The recovery process works as follows. When the dethe device deletes the remapping entry when receiving the
vice
is started, we perform a whole-device scan and read
response of a migration callback.
the OOB area of all valid flash pages to reconstruct the
For migrated metadata blocks, the file system does not mapping table of the virtual address space. If a crash is deneed to be informed of the physical address change since
tected, we perform the following steps. The device sends
it is kept in the virtual address space. Thus, the device
the associated metadata in the OOB area and the physical
does not keep remapping entries or send migration calladdresses of flash pages in the physical address space to
backs for metadata blocks.
the file system. The file system then locates the proper
During the migration callback process, we allow reads metadata structures. If the physical address in a metadata
and overwrites to the migrated data blocks. When receiv- structure is inconsistent, the file system updates it with
ing a read or an overwrite during the callback period, the the new physical address and adds the metadata write to a
device first looks in the migration mapping table to locate dedicated transaction. After all metadata is processed, the
the current physical address of the data block and then file system commits the transaction, at which point the reperforms the request.
covery process is finished.
When a nameless-writing device performs wear leveling,
it migrates live data to achieve even wear of the device.
When such migration happens with data blocks in the
physical address space, the file system needs to be informed about the change of their physical addresses. In
this section, we describe how the nameless-writing device
handles data block migration and how it interacts with the
file system to perform migration callbacks.

Since all remapping entries are stored in the on-device
RAM before the file system finishes processing the migration callbacks, we may run out of RAM space if the
file system does not respond to callbacks or responds
too slowly. In such a case, we simply prohibit future
wear-leveling migrations and prevent block wear-out only
through garbage collection.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we present our evaluation of nameless
writes on an emulated nameless-writing device. Specifically, we focus on studying the following questions:
• What are the space costs of nameless-writing devices
compared to other FTLs?
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Configuration
SSD Size
Page Size
Block Size
Number of Planes
Hybrid Log Block Area
Page Read Latency
Page Write Latency
Block Erase Latency

Value

Image Size

Page

Hybrid

Nameless

4 GB
4 KB
256 KB
10
5%
25 µs
200 µs
1500 µs

328 MB
2 GB
10 GB
100 GB
400 GB
1 TB

328 KB
2 MB
10 MB
100 MB
400 MB
1 GB

38 KB
235 KB
1.1 MB
11 MB
46 MB
118 MB

2.7 KB
12 KB
31 KB
251 KB
1 MB
2.2 MB

Table 3: FTL Mapping Table Size. Mapping table size of
page-level, hybrid, and nameless-writing devices with different
file system images. The configuration in Table 2 is used.

Table 2: SSD Emulator Configuration.

mapping and the hybrid mapping SSD emulators are
built on an unmodified 64-bit Linux 2.6.33 kernel. All
experiments are performed on a 2.5 GHz Intel Quad Core
CPU with 8 GB memory.

• What is the overall performance benefit of namelesswriting devices?
• What is the write performance of nameless-writing
devices? How and why is it different from page-level
mapping and hybrid mapping FTLs?

6.1 SSD Memory Consumption

We first study the space cost of mapping tables used by
different SSD FTLs: nameless-writing, page-level mapping, and hybrid mapping. The mapping table size of
• Is crash recovery correct and what are its overheads?
page-level and hybrid FTLs is calculated based on the total size of the device, its block size, and its log block area
SSD Emulator: We built an SSD emulator which mod- size (for hybrid mapping). A nameless-writing device
els a multi-plane SSD with garbage collection and wear keeps a mapping table for the entire file system’s virtual
leveling as a pseudo block device based on David [4]. We address space. Since we map all metadata to the virtual
implemented three types of FTLs: page-level mapping, block space in our nameless-writing implementation, the
hybrid mapping and nameless-writing on top of the PSU mapping table size of the nameless-writing device is deobjected-oriented SSD simulator codebase [6]. Data is pendent on the metadata size of the file system image. We
stored in memory to enable quick and accurate emulation. use Impressions [3] to create typical file system images of
sizes up to 1 TB and calculate their metadata sizes.
Table 2 describes the configuration we used.
Figure 3 shows the mapping table sizes of the three
The page-level mapping FTL writes data in a logstructured fashion and schedules in round-robin order FTLs with different file system images produced by Imacross parallel planes. It keeps a mapping for each data pressions. Unsurprisingly, the page-level mapping has the
page between its logical and physical address. We assume highest mapping table space cost. The hybrid mapping
(unrealistically) that this SSD has enough memory to store has a moderate space cost; however, its mapping table size
all page-level mappings. The page-level SSD serves as an is still quite large: over 100 MB for a 1-TB device. The
nameless mapping table has the lowest space cost; even
upper-bound on performance.
We implemented a hybrid mapping FTL similar to for a 1-TB device, its mapping table uses less than 3 MB
FAST [22], which uses a log block area for random data of space for typical file systems, reducing both cost and
and one sequential log block dedicated for sequential power usage.
streams. The rest of the device is a data block area used to
store whole data blocks. The hybrid mapping FTL main- 6.2 Application Performance
tains the page-level mapping of the log block area and the We now present the overall application performance of
nameless-writing, page-level mapping and hybrid mapblock-level mapping of the data block area.
We implemented a simple garbage collection algorithm ping FTLs with macro-benchmarks. We use varmail, filethat recycles blocks with the least live data in page-level server, and webserver from the filebench suite [29].
Figure 2 shows the throughput of these benchmarks.
mapping and hybrid mapping FTLs, and a wear-leveling
We
see that both page-level mapping and namelessalgorithm on all three FTLs that considers a block’s rewriting
FTLs perform better than the hybrid mapping FTL
maining erase cycles and its data temperature during wear
with
varmail
and fileserver. These benchmarks contain
leveling similar to a previous wear-leveling algorithm [2].
90.8% and 70.6% random writes, respectively. As we
System Setup: We implemented the emulated will see later in this section, the hybrid mapping FTL pernameless-write device and the nameless-writing ext3 file forms well with sequential writes and poorly with random
system on a 64-bit Linux 2.6.33 kernel. The page-level writes. Thus, its throughput for these two benchmarks
• What is the cost of in-place garbage collection and
the overhead of wear-leveling callbacks?
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Figure 3: Sequential and Random Write Throughput.

mail, fileserver, and webmail macro-benchmarks with pagelevel, nameless-writing, and hybrid FTLs.

Throughput of sequential writes and sustained 4-KB random
writes. Random writes are performed over a 2-GB range.

is worse than the other two FTLs. For webserver, all
three FTLs deliver similar performance, since it contains
only 3.8% random writes. We see a small overhead of
the nameless-writing FTL as compared to the page-level
mapping FTL with all benchmarks, which we will discuss
in detail in Sections 6.5 and 6.6.
In summary, we demonstrate that the nameless-writing
device achieves excellent performance, roughly on par
with the costly page-level approach, which serves as an
upper-bound on performance.

6.3 Basic Write Performance
Write performance of flash-based SSDs is known to be
much worse than read performance, with random writes
being the performance bottleneck. Nameless writes aim to
improve write performance of such devices by giving the
device more data-placement freedom. We evaluate the basic write performance of our emulated nameless-writing
device in this section. Figure 3 shows the throughput
of sequential writes and sustained 4-KB random writes
with page-level mapping, hybrid mapping, and namelesswriting FTLs.
First, we find that the emulated hybrid-mapping device has a sequential throughput of 169 MB/s and a sustained 4-KB random write throughput of 2,830 IOPS. A
widely used real middle-end SSD has sequential throughput of up to 70 MB/s and random throughput of up to
3,300 IOPS [17]. Although the write performance of our
emulator does not match this real SSD exactly, it is still in
the ballpark of actual SSD performance, and thus useful
in our study. The goal of our hybrid-mapping emulator is
not to model one particular SSD perfectly but to provide
insight into the fundamental problems of hybrid-mapped
SSDs as compared to page-mapped and nameless SSDs.
Second, the random write throughput of page-level
mapping and nameless-writing FTLs is close to their sequential write throughput, because both FTLs allocate
data in a log-structured fashion, making random writes
behave like sequential writes. The overhead of random
10

writes with these two FTLs comes from their garbage collection process. Since whole blocks can be erased when
they are overwritten in sequential order, garbage collection has the lowest cost with sequential writes. By contrast, garbage collection of random data may incur the cost
of live data migration.
Third, we notice that the random write throughput of
the hybrid mapping FTL is significantly lower than that of
the other FTLs and its own sequential write throughput.
The poor random write performance of the hybrid mapping FTL results from the costly full-merge operation and
its corresponding garbage collection process [16]. Full
merges are required each time a log block is filled with
random writes, thus a dominating cost for random writes.
One way to improve the random write performance of
hybrid-mapped SSDs is to over-provision more log block
space. To explore that, we vary the size of the log block
area with the hybrid mapping FTL from 5% to 20% of
the whole device and found that random write throughput gets higher as the size of the log block area increases.
However, only the data block area reflects the effective
size of the device, while the log block area is part of device over-provisioning. Therefore, hybrid-mapped SSDs
often sacrifice device space cost for better random write
performance. Moreover, the hybrid mapping table size increases with higher log block space, requiring larger ondevice RAM. Nameless writes achieve significantly better random write performance with no additional overprovisioning or RAM space.
Finally, Figure 3 shows that the nameless-writing FTL
has low overhead as compared to the page-level mapping
FTL with sequential and random writes. We explain this
result in more detail in Section 6.5 and 6.6.

6.4 A Closer Look at Random Writes
A previous study [16] and our study in the last section
show that random writes are the major performance bottleneck of flash-based devices. We now study two subtle
yet fundamental questions: do nameless-writing devices
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Figure 7: Page-Level FTL Utilization. Break down of device utilization

Figure 8: Nameless FTL Utilization. Break down of device utilization

with the page-level FTL under random
writes of different ranges.

with the nameless FTL under random
writes of different ranges.

perform well with different kinds of random-write workloads, and why do they outperform hybrid devices.
To answer the first question, we study the effect of
working set size on random writes. We create files of different sizes and perform sustained 4-KB random writes in
each file to model different working set sizes. Figure 4
shows the throughput of random writes over different file
sizes with all three FTLs. We find that the working set
size has a large effect on random write performance of
nameless-writing and page-level mapping FTLs. The random write throughput of these FTLs drops as the working
set size increases. When random writes are performed
over a small working set, they will be overwritten in full
when the device fills and garbage collection is triggered.
In such cases, there is a higher chance of finding blocks
that are filled with invalid data and can be erased with no
need to rewrite live data, thus lowering the cost of garbage
collection. In contrast, when random writes are performed
over a large working set, garbage collection has a higher
cost since blocks contain more live data, which must be
rewritten before erasing a block.
To further understand the increasing cost of random
writes as the working set increases, we plot the total
11
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Figure 9: Hybrid FTL Utilization.
Break down of device utilization with the
hybrid FTL under random writes of different ranges.

amount of live data migrated during garbage collection
(Figure 5) of random writes over different working set
sizes with all three FTLs. This graph shows that as the
working set size of random writes increases, more live
data is migrated during garbage collection for these FTLs,
resulting in a higher garbage collection cost and worse
random write performance.
Comparing the page-level mapping FTL and the
nameless-writing FTL, we find that nameless-writing has
slightly higher overhead when the working set size is high.
This overhead is due to the cost of in-place garbage collection when there is wasted space in the recycled block.
We will study this overhead in details in the next section.
We now study the second question to further understand
the cost of random writes with different FTLs. We break
down the device utilization into regular writes, block
erases, writes during merging, reads during merging, and
device idle time. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the stack plot of
these costs over all three FTLs. For page-level mapping
and nameless-writing FTLs, we see that the major cost
comes from regular writes when random writes are performed over a small working set. When the working set
increases, the cost of merge writes and erases increases
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during Wear Leveling. Amount of
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under page-level and nameless FTLs.

and becomes the major cost. For the hybrid mapping
FTL, the major cost of random writes comes from migrating live data and idle time during merging for all working set sizes. When the hybrid mapping FTL performs a
full merge, it reads and writes pages from different planes,
thus creating idle time on each plane.
In summary, we demonstrate that random write
throughput of the nameless-writing FTL is close to that
of the page-level mapping FTL and is significantly better than the hybrid mapping FTL, mainly because of the
costly merges the hybrid mapping FTL performs for random writes. We also found that both nameless-writing
and page-level mapping FTLs achieve better random write
throughput when the working set is relatively small because of a lower garbage collection cost.

6.5 In-place Garbage Collection Overhead
The performance overhead of a nameless-writing device may come from two different device responsibilities: garbage collection and wear leveling. We study the
overhead of in-place garbage collection in this section and
wear-leveling overhead in the next section.
Our implementation of the nameless-writing device
uses an in-place merge to perform garbage collection. As
explained in Section 4.2, when there are no waiting writes
on the device, we may waste the space that has been recently garbage collected. We use synchronous random
writes to study this overhead. We vary the frequency
of calling fsync to control the amount of waiting writes
on the device; when the sync frequency is high, there
are fewer waiting writes on the device queue. Figure 6
shows the average response time of 4-KB random writes
with different sync frequencies under page-level mapping,
nameless-writing, and hybrid mapping FTLs. We find that
when sync frequency is high, the nameless-writing device
has a larger overhead compared to page-level mapping.
This overhead is due to the lack of waiting writes on the
device to fill garbage-collected space. However, we see
12

Figure 12: Wear leveling Callback Overhead. Amount of additional metadata writes because of migration callbacks and maximal remapping table size during wear leveling with
the nameless-writing FTL.

that the average response time of the nameless-writing
FTL is still lower than that of the hybrid mapping FTL,
since response time is worse when the hybrid FTL performs full-merge with synchronous random writes.

6.6 Wear-leveling Callback Overhead
Finally, we study the overhead of wear leveling in a
nameless-writing device. To perform wear-leveling experiments, we reduce the lifetime of SSD blocks to 50 erase
cycles. We set the threshold of triggering wear leveling to
be 75% of the maximal block lifetime, and set blocks that
are under 90% of the average block remaining time to be
candidates for wear leveling.
We create two workloads to model different data temperature and SSD wear: a workload that first writes 3.5GB data in sequential order and then overwrites the first
500-MB area 40 times (Workload 1), and a workload that
overwrites the first 1-GB area 40 times (Workload 2).
Workload 2 has more hot data and triggers more wear
leveling. We compare the throughput of these workloads
with page-level mapping and nameless-writing FTLs in
Figure 10. The throughput of Workload 2 is worse than
that of Workload 1 because of its more frequent wearleveling operation. Nonetheless, the performance of the
nameless-writing FTL with both workloads has less than
9% overhead.
We then plot the amount of migrated live data during
wear leveling with both FTLs in Figure 11. As expected,
Workload 2 produces more wear-leveling migration traffic. Comparing page-level mapping to nameless-writing
FTLs, we find that the nameless-writing FTL migrates
more live data. When the nameless-writing FTL performs
in-place garbage collection, it generates more migrated
live data, as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, more erases are
caused by garbage collection with the nameless-writing
FTL, resulting in more wear-leveling invocation and more
wear-leveling migration traffic.
Migrating live nameless data in a nameless-writing

device creates callback traffic and additional metadata
writes. Wear leveling in a nameless-writing device also
adds a space overhead when it stores the remapping table for migrated data. We show the amount of additional
metadata writes and the maximal size of the remapping
table of a nameless-writing device in Figure 12. We find
both overheads to be low with the nameless-writing device: an addition of less than 6 MB metadata writes and a
space cost of less than 350 KB.
In summary, we find that both the garbage-collection
and wear-leveling overheads caused by nameless writes
are low. Since wear leveling is not a frequent operation
and is often scheduled in system idle periods, we expect
both performance and space overheads of a namelesswriting device to be even lower in real systems.

6.7 Reliability
To determine the correctness of our reliability solution,
we inject crashes in the following points: 1) after writing a data block and its metadata block, 2) after writing
a data block and before updating its metadata block, 3)
after writing a data block and updating its metadata block
but before committing the metadata block, and 4) after the
device migrates a data block because of wear leveling and
before the file system processes the migration callback. In
all cases, we successfully recover the system to a consistent state that correctly reflects all written data blocks and
their metadata.
Our results also show that the overhead of our crash recovery process is relatively small: from 0.4 to 6 seconds,
depending on the amount of inconsistent metadata after
crash. With more inconsistent metadata, the overhead of
recovery is higher.

7 Related Work
A large body of work on flash-based SSD FTLs and file
systems that manage them has been proposed in recent
years [11, 14, 16, 19, 21, 22, 25, 33]. In this section, we
discuss the two research projects that are most related to
nameless writes.
Range writes [5] use an approach similar to nameless
writes. Range writes were proposed to improve hard disk
performance by letting the file system specify a range of
addresses and letting the device pick the final physical address of a write. Instead of a range of addresses, nameless
writes are not specified with any addresses, thus obviating
file system allocation and moving allocation responsibility to the device. Problems such as updating metadata after writes in range writes also arise in nameless writes. We
propose a segmented address space to lessen the overhead
and the complexity of such an update process. Another
difference is that nameless writes target devices that need
to maintain control of data placement, such as wear leveling in flash-based devices. Range writes target traditional
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hard disks that do not have such responsibilities. Data
placement with flash-based devices is also less restricted
than traditional hard disks, since flash-based memory has
uniform access latency regardless of its location.
The poor random write performance of hybrid FTLs
has drawn attention from researchers in recent years. The
demand-based Flash Translation Layer (DFTL) was proposed to address this problem by maintaining a page-level
mapping table and writing data in a log-structured fashion
[16]. DFTL stores its page-level mapping table on the device and keeps a small portion of the mapping table in the
device cache based on workload temporal locality. However, for workloads that have a bigger working set than the
device cache, swapping the cached mapping table with the
on-device mapping table structure can be costly. There is
also a space overhead to store the entire page-level mapping table on device. We use a log-structured write order
similar to DFTL to maximize the device’s sequential writing capability. However, the need for a device-level mapping table is obviated with nameless writes. Indirection
is maintained only for the virtual address space, which as
we show, requires a small space cost and can fit in the device cache with typical file system images. Thus, we do
not pay the space cost of storing the large page-level mapping table in the device or the performance overhead of
swapping mapping table entries.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we introduced nameless writes, a new write
interface built to reduce the inherent costs of indirection.
Through the implementation of nameless writes on the
Linux ext3 file system and an emulated nameless-writing
device, we demonstrate how to port a file system to use
nameless writes. Through extensive evaluations, we show
the great advantage of nameless writes: greatly reduced
space costs and improved random-write performance.
Porting other types of file systems to use nameless
writes would be interesting and is a part of our future
work. Here, we give a brief discussion about these file
systems and the challenges we foresee in changing them
to use nameless writes.
Linux ext2: The Linux ext2 file system is similar to the
ext3 file system except that it has no journaling. While we
rely on the ordered journal mode to provide a natural ordering for the metadata update process of nameless writes
in ext3, we need to introduce an ordering on the ext2 file
system. Our initial implementation of nameless-writing
ext2 shows that one possible method to enforce such an
ordering is to defer metadata writes until all the ongoing
data writes belonging to them have finished.
Copy-On-Write File Systems and Snapshots: As an
alternative to journaling, copy-on-write (COW) file systems always write out updates to new free space; when all

of those updates have reached the disk, a root structure is
updated to point at the new structures, and thus include
them in the state of the file system. COW file systems
thus map naturally to nameless writes. All writes to free
space are mapped into the physical segment and issued
namelessly; the root structure is mapped into the virtual
segment. The write ordering is not affected, as COW file
systems all must wait for the COW writes to complete before issuing a write to the root structure anyway.
One problem with COW file systems or other file systems that support snapshots or versions is that multiple
metadata structures can point to the same data block,
which may result in a large amount of associated metadata. We can use file system intrinsic back references,
such as those in btrfs, or structures like Backlog [23] to
represent associated metadata. Another problem is that
multiple metadata blocks need to be updated after a nameless write. One possible way to control the number of
metadata updates is to reduce the amount of metadata included in the virtual address space.
Extent-Based File Systems: One final type of file systems worth considering are extent-based file systems,
such as Linux btrfs and ext4, where contiguous regions
of a file are pointed to via (pointer, length) pairs instead
of a single pointer per fixed-sized block. Modifying an
extent-based file system to use nameless writes would require a bit of work; as nameless writes of data are issued,
the file system would not (yet) know if the data blocks will
form one extent or many. Thus, only when the writes complete will the file system be able to determine the outcome.
Later writes would not likely be located nearby, and thus
to minimize the number of extents, updates should be issued at a single time. Extents also hint at the possibility of
a new interface for nameless writes. Specifically it might
be useful to provide an interface to reserve a larger contiguous region on the device; doing so would enable the
file system to ensure that a large file was placed contiguously in physical space, and thus affords a highly compact
extent-based representation. We plan to look into such enhancements in the future.
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